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Abstract. This paper evaluates whether there is empirical
evidenceto support the hypothesisthat solar variability is
linked to the Earth's climate through the modulation of atmosphericprecipitation processes.Using global data from
1979-1999, we find evidenceof a statistically strong relation-

shipbetweencosmicray flux (CRF), precipitation(P) and
precipitationefficiency(PE) over oceansurfacesat mid to
high latitudes. Both P and PE are shownto vary by 7-9%

lower atmospheric conductivity is primarily determined by

the incomingcosmicray flux (CRF). CRF is knownto vary
out of phase with the 11-year solar sunspot cycle, due to
changesin the interplanetary magnetic field related to solar

activity. Tinsley[1996]further suggests
that modulationof
atmospheric conductivity by solar activity is generally confined to high latitudes due to the effect of Earth's magnetic

field. It is thus proposedthat increased(decreased)CRF,

during the solar cycle of the 1980sover the latitude band

atmospheric conductivity and air-Earth current, at the so-

45-90øS. Alternative explanations of the variation in these
atmosphericparameters by changesin tropospheric aerosol
content and ENSO show poorer statistical relationships with
P and PE. Variations in P and PE potentially caused by

lar minimum(maximum)causesincreased(decreased)
ice-

changesin CRF have implicationsfor the understandingof
cloud and water vapour feedbacks.

Introduction

Precipitation(P) is one of the most fundamentalof all
climate variables due to its importance as a natural resource
and its role in atmospheric dynamics. P influencesthe at-

mosphericcirculation through the provisionof energyto the
surroundingair in the form of latent heat releasedin the condensationprocess.However, P also has an important effect
on climate sensitivity through the related factor of precipi-

nucleation, PE and PE at high geomagnetic latitudes and

decreased(increased)ice-nucleation,
PE and P at low geomagnetic latitudes.
There is a long history of solar-climate studies, many
of which have shown correlations with high statistical significance between atmospheric parameters and solar vari-

ability (e.g. Labitzkeand van Loon [1989, 1992]' Lassen
and Friis-Christensen
[1995];van loonand Labitzke[1998]).
Svensmarkand Friis-Christensen[1997] suggestthere exists a statistical relationship between total cloudiness and
CRF was demonstrated, at low to middle latitudes. This
work has proved controversial, prompting a number of re-

assessments
Jorgensenand Hansen[2000];Kernthaler et al.

[1999];Kristjanssonand Kristiansen[2000]. Criticismof
solar-climate studies has focused on the lack of physical ex-

tation efficiency(PE). The term PE refersto the efficiency planation of how very low energy fluxes implicit in solar
with which atmospheric moisture is converted to P. Under
an enhancedclimate warming scenarioit is thought that the
upward moistureflux from the Earth's surfaceis likely to be
increased,leadingto a positivefeedback.This feedbackprocessmay be influenced by changesin PE.
It hasbeensuggestedthat variationsin P and PE are sen-

tempt, usingrecentlyreleasedsatellite and re-analysisdata,
to investigatefurther the theory that solar induced climate
variability may be manifest through modulation of P and

sitiveto the input of electrostatic
charge(electrification),in-

PE.

or solar wind variations

are able to cause climate

variabil-

ity involving much higher energy fluxes. While this study
does not set out to answer this complex question, we at-

creasesin which may enhancecontact ice-nucleationthrough

electrofreezing
Tinsleyet al. [1994];Braslavskyand Lipson Data
[1998].One sourceof electrostaticchargeis believedto be
the air-Earth current, part of the hypothesisedglobal atmospheric electric circuit, hereinafter referred to as the elec-

Cosmicrays are comprisedof energeticparticles, originating from all directionsin spaceand from both solar and nontric circuit Bering [1995]. Describedsimply, this consists solar sources. Cosmicray data are recordedby ground based
of a powersource(s)(dominatedby troposphericweather neutron monitors, which measurethe low energy part of the
systems,but also including contributions from the strato- primary cosmicray spectrum. Although absolute values of
sphere,mesosphere,ionosphereand magnetosphere),con- CRF at different locations vary, the normalised variation in

ductors(the lowerand middleatmosphereand Earth's sur-

CRF for different stations remains very similar $vensmark

face)anda loadBering[1995].According
to Tinsley[1996], and Friis-Christensen[1997].Thereforefor the purposesof
Copyright
2001by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

this study data from a singleneutron monitor (Huancayo,
Peru, S12, W75, Alt=3400 m) were used as a measureof
variation in the CRF, over the period 1979-1999. Previ-
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ous studies of the influence of abrupt decreases in cosmic
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ray intensity (Forbushdecreases)on climate have sought
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Figure 1. Anomalies,
relativeto the June1979-May1999mean,of 12 monthmovingaveraged
percentage
CRF (thickline),P (thin
line) and PE (dashedline), for the latitudes45-90øSoveroceansurfaces.Standardisedanomaliesof (12 month movingaveraged)
CRF, adjustedfor fluctuations
duemajormagnetic
storms(represented
by the Ap index),areshownby the markedline(scaledby
a factor of 3).

to remove the influence of solar proton burst events from

When the effectof major magneticstorms(representedby
their analysisbecausesolar proton effectsinvolveincreases the Ap index) is removedfrom the CRF data by linear rein stratosphericionisationwhichare oppositeto the For- gression,these correlations rise to 0.69 and 0.73 for P and
bushdecreaseeffectsTinsley[1996];Purlorkinand Verete- PE, respectively.
nenko[1995]. In this respect,we havetaken a measureof
Figure 2 showsthe spatial distribution of correlation cogeomagneticactivity, the Ap index, which is related to the efficientsof (12 month movingaveraged)P, and PE, on a
number of major magnetic storms, to remove these effects 2.5ø grid, versusCRF over the southernhemisphere(40from the CRF signal. It shouldbe noted, however,that not 80øS)for the period 1979-1999.There is a strongpositive
all major magnetic storms are associatedwith solar proton relationship between CRF, and P and PE over the oceanic
events. The Ap index is an averagedplanetary index of ge- mid-latitude storm track region. Weak relationships are evomagnetic activi• based on data from a set of geomagnetic ident at lower latitudes. There are potential problems in
observatories.
'interpreting the statistical significance of gridded fields of
Therearenumerous
definitions
ofPE Frankhauser
[1988]; correlation coefficients, which stem from the effects of fiRauberet al. [1996]. In this study,we are interestedin PE nite sample size and spatial autocorrelation in global climate
at regional and hemispheric scales and use simply the ra- datasetsLivezeyand Chen[1983].To addressthis, the per-

tio of P to total availablemoisture(i.e. the total colum- centageareaof locallysignificantcorrelations(globally)was
nax precipitablewater). For estimatesof P we usethe Cli- testedfor fieldsignificance
usinga randomised
MonteCarlo
mate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation

simulation in which the probability density function of the

(CMAP) product. This is derivedfrom a weightedcombina- percentareaof locallysignificantcorrelations(at the 0.05%
tion of rainfall estimates from satellite infrared and passive level)for randomdata wasestimated.In eachof the 1000exmicrowave data, numerical weather prediction model analysesand surfacebasedobservations,and providesthe longest

periments the CRF time serieswas replaced with a random
time

series drawn

from

a norma]

distribution.

The

results

availablerecord of global rainfall estimates,on a 2.5ø grid
from 1979 to presentXie and Arkin [1996]. Estimatesof

indicated that the observedfields of locally significant correlations between CRF and global gridded P and PE over
monthly global atmospheric moisture are obtained from the the entire globe are field significantat the 0.05% level.
National Centersfor EnvironmentalPrediction(NCEP) reWhile the analysis shown above suggestsa relationship
analysisprojectKalnay [1996].
between P, PE and CRF, it is possible that internal climate
mechanisms may be responsible for the observed variabilResults
ity in these parameters. It is well known that large-scale
Figure i showsthe time seriesof twelve month moving patterns of southern hemisphere mid-latitude P are moduaveragedP, P E and CRF anomalies,relative to their respec- lated at inter-annual time scalesby internal modes of climate
tive meanvalues(June1979to May 1999),overoceanareas vaxiability, dominated by the E1 Nino-Soi•thern Oscillation

of the southernhemispheregeomagneticlatitude band 4590øS. It is expectedthat by focusingon ocean surfacesthe
influence of surface heterogeneitieson variations in P and

Garreaudand Battisti [1999]and the Antarctic Oscillation
Thomsponand Wallace[2000]. The relationshipsbetween
indicesof these modesof variability and P and PE (over

PE

ocean areas of the southern hemisphere geomagnetic lati-

will

be reduced.

The

variation

of both

P and PE

for

mid to high latitudes showsa closerelationship(in phase tude band 45-90øS)for the entire period from June 1979and magnitude)with variationsin CRF. The correlationco- May 1999 are shown in Figure 3. Both the Southern Osetticients for P and PE are 0.62 and 0.58 respectively and

cillation and Antarctic Oscillation exhibit statistically far

are significantat the 99.8% level. Over the solarcycleof the
1980s all parameters exhibit a variation of %9% variation.

weakerrelationshipswith P (PE), (r=-0.09 (-0.24) and
r=0.24 (0.24), respectively)than doesCRF.
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Figure 3. Time seriesof 12 monthmovingaveragedpercentage
anomaliesof P (thick line), PE (thin line) (anomaliesrelative
to June 1979-May 1999), the SouthernOscillationIndex (SOl)
(dashedline) and the Antarctic OscillationIndex (AAO)(marked
line).

for the altitudes

from 6.5 to 11.5 km for the latitude

of 40-60øS and 60-80øS. These latitude

bands

bands were chosen

due to the ease of availability of the SAGE II data and displayed separately due to the absenceof aerosolreadings for
June-Augustin the band 60- 80øS.Although only available
for a short period the aerosoldata appear to exhibit weaker
relationships with P and PE than does CRF. It should be
noted that this weak relationship of SAGE II estimated tropospheric aerosolswith P and PE might restfit partly from
the restriction of retrievals to cloud free regions and nonuniform spatial sampling of the instrument at monthly time
scales.

Discussion

and

Conclusion

In this study, we present evidence of a statistical relationship between large-scaleP, P E and CRF. This raisesthe
questionof whether modulationof the climate by changesin
CRF can occur through changesin the global atmospheric

electriccircuit. Accordingto Tinsley [1996],through this
mechanism it shotfid be expected that P and PE would be

positively(negatively)relatedto CRF at higher(lower)latitudes. Our results are broadly consistent with this theory.
As such, the strong similarity in the relationship of P and
PE

with

CRF

is notable.

The results suggestthat variability in CRF is a possible explanation of the observed inter-annual variability in
P and PE in the southern hemisphere mid and high latFigure 2. Correlation coefficientsbetween 12 month moving
itude
region. Of course, these statistical results do not
•½•gca CaF •a (•) P, •a (•) PE. Po•
(•g•v½) correlation coefficientsare shownas solid (broken) lines. Shading prove a causal relationship between the variables. Previindicates areas with locally significant correlations at the 0.05 % ous work has suggesteddynamical mechanisms by which
level.

The contour

interval

is 0.2 and the zero contour

is omitted.

6
4

Jorgensenand Hansen[2000]suggestthat tropospheric

2

aerosolsfrom volcaniceruptions can influenceprecipitation
processes. Estimates of upper tropospheric aerosol extinction

data

are available

from

the SAGE

II sensor from

1984

to 1997,with a gapfrom 1991-1993(dueto excessive
stratospheric aerosol overburden as a result of the eruption of

Mount Pinatubo). These data have been uncontaminated
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of cloud along the optical path using the method of Kent et

al. [1998]. Figure 4 showsthe time seriesof twelvemonth
averaged P and PE anomalies, relative to their respective
mean values for June 1979 to May 1999, over ocean areas
of the southern hemisphere latitude band 40-80øS and the

twelvemonthaverage
1.0/zmaerosol
extinction
(10-4 kin-1)

Figure 4. Anomalies,relative to the June 1979 May 1999
mean,of 12 monthmovingaveragedP (line), PE (dashedline) for
the latitudes 40-80 øS over ocean surfaces and upper tropospheric

aerosolextinction data for 40-60øS (thin column) and 60-80øS
(thick column).
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the 11-year cycle in solar irradiance modulates the lower at-

mosphericcirculationHaigh [1996,1999];Labitzkeand van
Loon [•989, 1992];van loon and Labitzke[•998]. However,
we see no evidence of a meridional dipole in the correlation
structure that might be expected to result from a shift in
the position of the southern hemisphere mid-latitude storm
track

identified

in model

simulations

of the effect of solar ir-

radiancechangesHaigh [1996,1999]. In addition,van Loon
and Labitzke[1998]indicatethat at solarmaximum(minimum) there is an increase(decrease)in the tropic to pole
temperature gradient in the upper troposphere, which would

be expectedto strengthen(weaken)mid-latitudewesterlies.
In contrast,our resultssuggestthat mid/high-latitudeP, in
the southern hemisphere, increaseswith CRF, peaking near
solar minimum. This suggeststhat the structure of variability in P and PE identified here is more likely to be related
to variations

in CRF

than

to those in solar irradiance.

The

results encouragefurther researchto investigate the mechanisms by which CRF may influence PE and P, including the
use of general circulation models to separate the effects of
CRF

and solar irradiance.

Finally, certain caveats must be attached to interpretation of the results presented here. First, due to limitations
in global observationsof P our study is based on data from
a relatively short period. Second, errors in the data used are
not uniform in space and time and are likely to be highest
over the mid to high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere.
Third, although we have tried to assessother possibleinflu-

enceson PE and P variability there remains the possibility
of other explanations of the observations.
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